


“Brent is one of the two giant early fields in the North Sea and has had a
major impact on the industry over the last 40 years, with a huge beneficial
impact on the successful development of the UK supply chain. Over the years
Shell has always been a very fine corporate citizen, participating in and
contributing to all the industry challenges and growth opportunities and
made a significant contribution to the UKCS developments.”
SIR IAN WOOD

“Over the years Brent has led the way for Shell and the UK industry as a whole.
It was a game changer when it started out and has continued to reinvent itself, while
contributing almost 10% of the region’s oil and gas, delivering billions of pounds to
the UK economy and supporting tens of thousands of highly skilled jobs. No wonder
we consider it to be one of the icons of our industry and its 40th anniversary since
first production is certainly worth celebrating. Brent has delivered many triumphs
and suffered tragedy too and so the many people, like me, who have worked for
and supported Brent over the years, will likely view their time with a mix of pride
and poignancy. As Brent moves through its decommissioning phase, it once again
has the opportunity to set the marker for industry by taking a safe, efficient and cost
effective approach. In this way it will continue to provide many jobs for years to
come, enable ground breaking technology and ensure that the UK can become a
global centre of excellence in terms of decommissioning delivery and capabilities.”
DEIRDRE MICHIE CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER, OIL AND GAS UK

“The discovery of the giant Brent field in July 1971 (though not publicly revealed until 1972) encouraged the view that
there was very substantial oil and gas potential in the Northern North Sea and thus stimulated further exploration in the
area. The technological challenges of developing the field produced a vigorous debate on the comparative merits of
steel and concrete platforms. The construction and installing of the four huge platforms in the hostile North Sea
environment required significant advances in technology. Unsurprisingly there was cost inflation and completion delays.
The dramatic increase in oil prices ensured that the project economics remained robust. First production in November
1976 was a considerable achievement. Subsequently this single field made a major contribution to both oil and gas
production from the UKCS. Its size and longevity has also meant that it has played in major role in the evolution of the oil
and gas infrastructure in the UKCS, not only in the Northern North Sea itself but elsewhere such as at St. Fergus. The
Brent oil market price is used in many parts of the world and it is likely that it will even outlast production from the field.”
ALEX KEMP, PROFESSOR OF PETROLEUM ECONOMICS, ABERDEEN UNIVERSITY

“The Brent field has been a
truly iconic asset for the UK
since its discovery in the
early 1970. Brent has been
a great example of
innovation, pushing
boundaries and for
delivering ground breaking
engineering achievements.
Forty years on and with
decommissioning around the
corner, Brent continues to be
a force both in the UK and on
the world stage. With more
than half of the world’s
traded crude linked to Brent,
the field and its incredible
achievements will no doubt
be remembered for many
years to come.“
PROFESSOR PAUL DE
LEEUW, DIRECTOR ROBERT
GORDON UNIVERSITY, OIL
AND GAS INSTITUTE

“ExxonMobil is proud to
be Shell’s joint venture
partner in this world
famous oil and gas field.
Brent owes its longevity
and success to the
generations of diligent,
talented and enterprising
people who have worked
tirelessly to make it one of
the North Sea’s most
prolific fields.”
CAROLE GALL,
EXXONMOBIL UK ASSET
MANAGER

“Brent is one of the two
giant early fields in the
North. We all know
and remember the
iconic Brent Field – it
really is a staple of the
UK economy and

something that we should all be proud to
have been part of. The rate at which the
field was first produced is an example of
how pioneering the industry has been
over the years. Reaching 40 years of
production is a major milestone for both
Shell and the oil and gas industry, which
could not have been achieved without
the commitment and hard work of the
many thousands of people who have
been associated with Brent for the past
four decades. This is the true legacy of
the Brent Field. “
ALISTAIR HOPE, BRENT
DECOMMISSIONING PROJECT
DIRECTOR

BY JEREMY CRESSWELL

Duncan Manning, Brent decommissioning manager, and Paul Goodfellow, VP for UK Upstream, UK and Ireland

Brent – heroic is the only
adjective to describe it

To celebrate and capture the rich history of
Brent, Shell is commissioning an e-memory
book and an oral history project. If you have
an unforgettable Brent story, or have an old
photo or memory you would like to share, you
can submit them at www.shell.co.uk/
brentmemories. The oral history project will
be interviewing a selection of candidates
from a variety of roles and years to record the
highlights and uncover the less widely known
stories from the last 40 years. Digital
recordings will be donated to The University
of Aberdeen who will share these stories with
anyone who is interested, from family
members and researchers, to students and the
public. Please contact Brentinfo@shell.com
if you would like more information about
these projects.

I ’m old enough to remember
the amazing Brent advertis-
ing intheSundaycoloursup-
plements of the mid-1970s
that likened the challenge of

developing this first generation
North Sea oil giant to Nasa’s moon
shots.

Both projects were on a heroic
scaleandrepresentedmassivesteps
forward.

Man’sexpeditions intospacehad,
prior to the Apollo missions, been
confined to near-Earth orbit.

Big Oil’s forays offshore had been
confined to relatively benign shal-
low waters like the US Gulf of Mex-
ico Shelf and, from the mid-1960s,
the Southern North Sea gasfields.

In short, it was frontier-busting
stuff in every way. There wasn’t re-
ally much of a track record of any
kind to draw upon ... from the early
seismic, to exploration & appraisal
drilling, to engineering design &
construction, to installation, com-
missioning & operation.

At that time, arguably the great-
est feats of Big Engineering had
been bridges, dams, ports, ships
and the M1 motorway. And, for

sure, no one anywhere had tried to
build concrete and steel behe-
moths of the type that have made
Brent an engineering legend in its
own lifetime, unless you count the
Maunsell forts of World War II.

This month marks 40 years of
production from Brent, though it
was found five years earlier.

In the Brown Book, once the
vademecumof theUKCSindustry,
there is a terse entry that records
well 211/29 drilled on Third Round
licence P117 as being a Jurassic dis-
covery and it is dated July 1971.

But the story behind such
brevity is enormous. To give some
idea of the utter boldness of 50:50
Shell Exploration & Production
partners Shell UK and Esso Explo-
ration & Production UK,

When Shell/Esso’s North Sea
joint venture, Shell Expro, spud-
dedexplorationwell211/29-1 inthe
East Shetland Basin and some
240km the north of anything else
yet drilled in UK waters, no one
was sure that anything would be
found, let alone one of the three or
four biggest discoveries ever
landed on the UK Continental
Shelf.

The well targeted a prominent

seismic marker called the Base Cre-
taceious Unconformity.

A large structure was clearly
there, but what if there wasn’t any
reservoir rock within it, wrote Mike
Shepherd, an offshore veteran who
two years ago published Oil Strike
North Sea: A first-hand history of
North Sea oil.

However, thewelldidcomeinand
it came in big. Such was the level of
confidence in what had been found,
the well was apparently never tested
by Shell Expro.

The company went on to appraise
the find with six further wells but
said nothing about the success until
August 1972.

Shell’s exploration manager at
that time was Miles Bowen who it is
said even had fictitious maps of the
area made up to throw other oil ma-
jors off the scent. North Sea folklore
perhaps but it would not be surpris-
ing if that was indeed the case.

John Jennings was the company’s
chief geologist at the time, while
Reim van Nierop was the explo-
ration & production co-ordinator.

Jennings had joined Shell in 1968
and, within a year, was already look-
ing at the geology that generated
Brent, which became the largest
North Sea discovery ever made by
the JV.

Such was his prowess that he
went on to hold an array of senior
posts within the Shell group, plus he
was conferred a knighthood.

BP might have beaten Shell to the
first really large oil find on the UKCS
with its Forties giant located due
east of the major fishing port Peter-
head, but Brent was the first discov-
ery in the northern part of the North
Sea and it wasn’t the last.

There are two separate major ac-
cumulations within Brent: one in
the Middle Jurassic (Brent Group
reservoir) and one in the Lower
Jurassic/Triassic (Statfjord Forma-
tion reservoir).

The original oil/condensate-in-
place, was at the start of 1989 esti-
mated at 3.5billion barrels, plus
around 6,700trillion cu.ft of gas.

The JV was quick to get on with
development based on three con-
crete (Condeep) gravity platforms

and one of steel. Primary oil export
began using the Brent Spar loading
facility and a gas export line was
laid to St Fergus in the Scottish
north-east.

The first North Sea structure that
I encountered was the Brent Con-
deep built at Ardyne Point on the
Clyde and which lay off Portavadie,
Loch Fyne, for a while before being
towed to the East Shetland Basin
for installing. Looking up from the
deck of a fishing vessel, it was stag-
geringly huge.

Brent, like Forties, was developed
with astonishing speed by today’s
standards ... just five years in the
case of core Brent (November 1976)
with Brent South following in Au-
gust 1992. Peak production was not
achieved until 1984, according to
the Brown Book.

It rapidly became an offshore vil-
lage with its own distinctive cul-

ture; out of sight and out of mind of
the British public, and understand-
ably so.

Now for a leap in time to the pre-
sent day. More than 3billion barrels
and massive quantities of produced
gas and liquids later, Brent is wind-
ing down and producing only from
the Charlie platform. Decommis-
sioning, flagged to the marketplace
a decade earlier, has become very
real.

Brent was a frontier buster at the
start. It’s a frontier buster again ...
pushing the limits of large platform
removal not in bits but entire top-
sides lifted off in one go and, sim-
ilarly hopefully, one of the largest
steel jacketseverbuilt forNorthSea
service.

Last year on average, there were
around1,500peopleworkingonthe
Brent decommissioning project at
any time ... both onshore and off-

shore, many of them from compa-
nies locally based in the north-east
of Scotland ... Wood Group, Rovop
and Cut UK to name but three.

The pace is quickening and, al-
ready, around half of Brent’s well
stock has been fully decommis-
sioned ... plugged and finally aban-
doned. A lot of subsea infrastruc-
ture has been dealt with too.

But the headline grabber has
been and will always remain the
removal of each topsides in one go
using a ship built for Allseas of
Switzerland and which will be ca-
pable of handling such loads.

Next year, once the weather is
reasonably stable, the largest ship
in the world, Pioneering Spirit, will
head for the Brents and first
uplift the 24,200 tons Brent Delta

topsides and deliver by barge,
the massive unit to Able UK’s
decom facility on Teesside for recy-
cling.

I’ve littledoubt that theoperation
will go smoothly and that the re-
maining topsides units will be dealt
with successfully too.

The topsides of Alpha, Bravo and
Charliewill followinduecourse,as-
suming no significant hitches.

And what that will do is set a
precedent that will surely be fol-
lowed by other operators with large
platforms that they would rather
not piece small or dismantle in
some other way.

This too is heroic stuff and, in its
way, every bit as exciting as what
happened in those now far off
days... the 1970s.

“All preparations are complete and it’s
sitting out there waiting to be lifted. Focus
is therefore now on the vessel and
ensuring that changes that need to be
made following the Talisman Yme
platform topsides removal prior to lifting
the Brent Delta topsides are carried out.
This includes installing additional lifting
arms, which sounds straightforward but
isn’t. These are 65m, 2,000-tonne beams
and we need 16 of them for Brent Delta.
They all need to be integrated so they
work together.”
DUNCAN MANNING, BRENT
DECOMMISSIONING MANAGER

Turn over and enjoy reading extracts printed in the Press and Journal on December 13, 1976

“We have an asset that has produced
more than 3billion barrels and, at its
peak in 1982, the field was producing
around 500,000 per day. That was
enough energy to power half the homes
in the country. Not only that, but it has
also pumped more than £20billion of tax
(and royalty) revenues in today’s money
into the country’s coffers. But more than
that, just think of the tens of thousands of
people who have worked on Brent. I
think we sometimes forget that, even in
late life, it really is like a little city
offshore. When the four platforms were
producing we would generally have 600
or so people offshore at any point in
time. As we go into the decommissioning
phase, we’ve sometimes had more than
that number out there.”
PAUL GOODFELLOW, VP FOR UK
UPSTREAM, UK AND IRELAND
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